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Most Frequent Crimes against foreigners



* Surely, the most repeated crime in 

Malaga, which victims are 

foreigners is Petty Larceny.

* The limit between Grand and Petty

Larceny in Spain is 400€ (without

violence neither intimidation)

* Cellphones and wallets are the

most stolen objects.

*



- Don’t let stangers get close.

- Carry only small amount of cash.

- Don’t leave your mobile phone over the table in restaurants.

- Don’t leave your stuff out of sight (e.g. bags in pub / club…;

specially in the beach while you are swimming)

- Don’t keep expensive stuff in you backpack.

- Distrust people selling flowers on the street.

- Distrust people who beg for restaurants.

- Increase these preventive measures if you’re drunk; Thieves

will take advantage of your state to rob you.



- All downtown District

- Beaches (Malagueta, Misericordia)

- Seafront, Grass zone

- Alcazaba (arab fortress palace)

- Gibralfaro Castle

- Any crowded place



* Alcohol Limits & Penalties 

when driving in Spain. 

* In Spain the maximum legally 

permitted alcohol limit is in general 

0.25mg/l (or 0.15mg/l if you are a 

learner driver/professional driver). 

Fines 500€/1000€.

* f the amount of alcohol exceeds 

0,60 mg/l limit the driver will be 

arrested, because this is a penal 

crime.
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*
What you need to know for a safety and quiet stay in Malaga



*

Antisocial Behavior is not allowed



*If you exceed the

noise limit you

can be fined. 

(flat party, on the

street…)

*



*If you Drink in 

the street you

can be fined. 

*



*Drug use is not allowed
in Spain. You can be 
fined up to 600€.

*Drugs dealers can be 
arrested. It’s a major
crime, from 3 years of 
imprisonment.

*



*Fine of 251 €

*It’s better option

to find a public

restroom.

*



*



At the present time, these are the obligations and prohibitions Spanish

law includes, and you have to know:

• You have to wear the face mask, in every public space. Not when

you will be seated in a restaurant.

• You cannot smoke when you could be less than 2 meters close to

anyone in the street.

Recommendations:

• Wash your hands frequently.

• Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth.

• Keep security distance.

• If you don’t feel good, and you think you have covid-19 symptoms,

keep at home and call 900400061.



*Foreign tourist

atention service
* Read QR Code to know about location

(inside Tourist Office, Marina Square)

* You can report your case

* You’ll be attended in english (and 

other languages)

* You’ll be helped with your credit card

cancellation, contact insurances

companies, airport….)

*+34 951 92 61 61
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